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INTRODUCTION

~vr many years it has been fashionable to debate the question: What,
if anything, is the company's social responsibility for the emotional

health of its employees? A vociferous band of critics has condemned

the Ta}•loristic division of labor which, they say, has created a society of

"industrial robots," "apathetic and non-involved workers," and "malad-

justed and immature employees." Technology, as best exemplified by the

Detaoic assembly-line, has been pictured as "blowing out the candle of

life." This concern for the human effects of the rationalization of work has

preoccupied the behavioral sciences for many years.

But, ~r-hile academicians have been boxing with these shadows, there has
emerged, quietly and ail but unnoticed, an entire complex of public and
private l~~v ti~•hich renders the question moot. Acting through various
neutrals, society over the past fe~v years has converted the business organ-
ization from a purely short-run profit maximizer into aquasi-social benefit
organization, economically responsible for a broad range of emotional and
physical impairments of its employees. Social responsibility, whether it ever
existed or not, has been replaced by fiscal liability.

Tt is the purpose of this bulletin to explore the emergence and some of
the dimensions of this new financial responsibility. Specifically, we will
examine the following: (1) how the workmen's compensation insurance
concept of protection against the physical injury risks which inhere in jobs
has been broadened to include psychological injury risks as well; (2) how arbi-
trators have severely restricted the use of discharge and discipline and
encouraged treatment and rehabilitation as a prime responsibility of man-
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agement; and (3) some of the emotional health risks which appear to rise out

o{ the nature of jobs in organizations. Pulling these 
thoughts together in the CF~~p

final section, we discuss the usual, though often 
inadequate, methods used

to deal with this new 
responsibility and offer a viable approach to prevent-

~ng ~e problem.
Many persons have contributed to this study. Miss Irma ten Kate searched

out the workmen's compensation and 
arbitration cases cited, Mrs. Norma 

WORKMI'.N'S G~12P$
Landen edited the manuscript, and Mrs. Marilyn Hickok typed 

it. Our

appreciation is especially due to those who took time to complete question- F,MOTIONALLY DID`
naires and read and evaluate drafts of the report. Their names 

must remain

anonymous for obvious reasons.

In the early years of the 20th cer~za
maimed men and women, state ~
tablished the principle that the ~t

employment should be borne not ~-~-
tort law, nor by public relief ager~c~
phy was embodied in the workm~~"
sought to protect an employee frre
potential, and the costs of med:
because of job-connected illnesses as
put the responsibility clearly on cl~r ~tp .
provide safe working conditions a pi
Thus, as early as 1911, in the fir=s
physical injuries received on the

From Physical Injury to Mental DPI

Initially, the statutes dealt «•iii ~1
accidental injury on the job. I4 +a~
injury often resulted in severe e
tating effects of such disturbar~:~s.;
wages and medical expenses. Fo:

1• Melvin N. Newquist, "Medical
pensation," Archives of Enaironme~+t+ss

2• The purpose of workmen's corsz~e
righting a wrong. See A. Larson. ~.
Matthew Bender & Co., 1952 ), voL i _
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health risks which appear to rise out

~Ilin~ these thoughts together in the 'CHAPTER I

oh often inadequate, methods used

offer a viable approach to prevent-

• study Miss Irma ten Kate searched

arbitration cases cited, Mrs. Norma 
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION AND THE

ir. Marilyn Hickok typed it. Our

~o took time to complete question- EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED EMPLOYEE
e report. Their names must remain

In the early years of the 20th century, spurred by the horrifying tales of
maimed men and women, state legislators throughout the country es-
tablished the principle that the cost of injuries suffered in the course of

employment should be borne not by the employee, as was common under
tort la~v, nor by public relief agencies, but by industry itself. This philoso-
phy was embodied in the workmen's compensation statutes. These laws
sought to protect an employee from the loss of wages, both present and
potential, and the costs of medical treatment which became necessary
because of job-connected illnesses or injuries.l These statutes also sought to
put the responsibility clearly on the employer in order to encourage him to
provide safe working conditions and to protect the health o£ his employees.
Thus, as early as 1911, in the first New York act, the financial liability for
physical injuries received on the job was firmly fixed on the employer.=

From Physical Injury to Mental Disturbance

Initially, the statutes dealt with physical disability which arose out of an
accidental injury on the job. It quickly became apparent that physical
injury often resulted in severe emotional disturbances and that the debili-
tating etFects of such disturbances, in their own right, often led to lost
wages and medical expenses. Tor example, the person who suffered the loss

1• Melvin N. Newquist, "Medical Aspects and Implications of Workmen's Com-
pensation," Archives of Environmental Health, vol. 5, 1962, pp. 505-509.

2• The purpose of workmen's compensation, thus, was social protection rather than
righting a wrong. See A. Larson, Law of Workmen's Compensation (New York:
Matthew Bender & Co., 1952), vol. 1.



of several fingers in a machine sometimes developed a severe neurosis about

~.---

It would be unthinkable chap
working with any moving equipment. Even though he recovered from his physical or mental distortic~

physical injury, he was still emotionally incapable of returning to his former
physical as causative [and

occupation and suffered a loss of earnings attributable to this emotional
e~auonal s

disturbance. At first cautiously and then decisively, the courts moved to In 1951 the Ohio Court of

extend the benefits of workmen's compensation coverage to cases of this who sustained a heart attack k . --

kind.s Appaxentiy, the courts accepted the doctrine that certain emotional and anaciety caused by wiusa
health risks may arise from physical injury. As long as the physical injury succinctly:

occurred in the course of employment and the emotional disturbance could • • • as long as it has been sho~,~ -_
be traced directl to the h sical in u com ensation was ranted. Fur-y p y j ry, p b

-,
decedent s employment and hi ~= n .gig

thermore, the emotional disturbance need not appear immediately. In some Similarly, the New York Supremo:,:cases as much as five years intervened between physical injury and the

emotional upset. Thus, mental illness has long been compensable under
manager who suffered a cerebra ~

workmen's compensation statutes if it occurred as a result of a previous
ruled that the stress and strain ~_

physical injury.'
and an emergency landing, an a

Since mental illness is compensable ~ it occurs after a ~tiiy~ica~ ~~.ju~y, ~~
show a~~ravated a pre-existing
bosis.8

is only a short step to include, under the expanding umbrella of workmen's The heart attack cases highlightcompensation, those mental illnesses which occur before and precipitate a men's compensation coverage.physical injury. Thy
cardiac disorders may result indire~
or emotional incident, particularly

The Heart Case Analogy heart disease. On the other hand,

This principle is most clearly enunciated in a long line of heart attack
lesions which cannot be induced

cases. It has been held that job-induced strain, stress, anxiety, or pressure
under compensation, since it is imp

which fed to a heart attack could result in a valid compensation claim. To
these two kinds of heart lesions,

be compensable the emotional strain need not be the sole or primary cause
importance is the apparent fact

of a disability; it need only aggravate apre-existing psychological condi-
that an injury arise out of an acci

tion.g The Mississippi Supreme Court in 1950 wrote:
compensable when it can be taus
the usual exertion connected witl

a• There are several excellent treatments of the problem of "traumatic neurosis" in coverage has been extended to ins
the literature. See particularly Alex D. Pokowy and Floy J. Moore, "Neuroses and as heart conditions which in and
Compensation." Archives of IndusE:ial Hygiene (now the Archives of Environmental

"Workmen's
or accidental in on in.agHealth), vol. 8, December 1953, pp. 547-563; M. Colier, Compensation

Awards for Psychoneurotic Reactions," Yale Law Journal, vol. 70, June 1961, pp.
This is not to imply that all c

1129-1150. causal connection between emotic
4• See particularly, Bailey v. American General Insurance Gro., 154 Texas 430,

279 SW 2d 315.
5• Considerable literature and a substantial body of compensation law supports this

R• G`CH Workmen's Compensation
coerce Clearing House, 1961), p. 259

conclusion. For a particularly good review of the literature in this azea, see National 691.
Association of Claimants' Compensation Attorneys Law Journal, vol. 29, pp. '• CCH, 1951-1952, par. 1329; D
223-233. In this article the editors of the Journal discuss a New Jersey compensa-

`4 '
I01 NE 2d 1.

lion case, Dwyer v. Ford Motor Company, 36 N.J. 487, 178 A 2d 161. For a good 8• CCH, 1964--1965, par. 1465; I
court discussion of the problems raised in this case, see Lumbermens Casualty Com- s~j.

pany v. Industrial Accident Commission, 29 Cal 2d 492, or Klimas v. Trans fl• Eliot L. Sagan, "Heart Disease
Cambean Airways, Inc., 1Q' NY 2d 209, 176 NW 2d 714, 219 NYS 2d 14. Causality," Tennessee Law Review, ~
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it occurs after a physical injury, it

expanding umbrella of workmen's

ich occur before and precipitate a

paced in a long line of heart attack

:~rl strain, stress, arixiety, or pressure

s: in a v alid compensation clainn. To

+d not be the sole or primary cause

~ a pre-existing psychological condi-

~~~0 ~~•rote:

s~;~ ~e problem of "traumatic neurosis" in
and Floy J. Moore, "Neuroses and

Sr now the Archives of Enaironmental
=': ~4_ Colier, "Workmen's Compensation

K Low• Journal, vol. 70, June 1961, pp.

.~.r_•ral Insurance Co., 154 Texas 430,

~i ~nclti of compensation law supports this
E far Literature in this area, see National
~,a.•ace}~s Law journal, vol. 29, pp.

racai discuss a New Jersey compensa-
r-J- 487, 178 A 2d 161. For a good

I~ masse_ see Lumbermens Casualty Com-
`. Cal 2d 492, or Klimas v. Trans

?d714,219NyS2d14.

It would be unthinkable that if hypertension may be aggravated either by
physical or mental distortion that courts should be willing to .accept the
physical as causative [and compensable] but reject the mental and
emotional e

In 1951 the Ohio Court of Appeals held to be valid the claim of a bus driver
who sustained a heart attack which allegedly resulted from the mental strain
and anxiety caused by unusual and difficult conditions. The court stated
succinctly:

... as long as it has been shown that there is a causal connection between the
decedent's employment and his death, compensation will be granted.'

Similarly, the New York Supreme Court awarded compensation to a sales
manager wko suffered a cerebral thrombosis on a business trip. The court
ruled that the stress and strain of the trip, growing out of airplane trouble

and an emergency landing, an active day, and no assistance at the business
show aggravated apre-existing hypertension which resulted in the throm-
bosis $
The heart attack cases highlight another aspect of the expanding work-

men's compensation coverage. The medical literature indicates that many
cardiac disorders may result indirectly or directly from a traumatic physical
or emotional incident, particularly for an individual already suffering from
heart disease. On the other hand, there are also a large number of cardiac
lesions which cannot be induced by trauma or occupational factors. Yet,
under compensation, since it is impossible to distinguish accurately between
these two kinds of heart lesions, coverage is extended to both. Of crucial
importance is the apparent fact that, despite the statutory requirements
that an injury arise out of an accident, courts have held that a disability is
compensable when it can be causally related to the accumulated effects of
the usual exertion connected with employment. As a result, compensation
coverage has been extended to include various degenerative disorders, such
as heart conditions which in and of themselves are not obviously traumatic
or accidental in origin a

This is not to imply that all compensable claims filed which allege this
causal connection between emotional stress and disabling injury are upheld.

'i• CCH Workmen's Compensation Law Reports, 1958-1960 (Chicago, Ill.: Gom-
merce Clearing House, 1961), p. 259; Insurance Department v. Dinsmore, 102 80 2d
691.

~• CCH, 1951-1952, par. 1329; McNess vs. Cincinnati Street Railway Company,
101 NE 2d 1.

8• CCH, 19641965, paz. 1465; Lobman v. Bernhard Al~nan Corp. 244 NXS 2d
425.

s• Eliot L. Sagan, "Heart Diseases and the Law-Medical
Causality," Tennessee Law Review, vol. 30, 1963.

5
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In order to sustain such a claim it is necessary to prove that a causal link

exists between the emotional strain and the physical disability. The legal

question of a causal link is likely to turn on the weight of medical evidence.

But medical and legal controversy exists at many points. It is difficult, if

not impossible, to construct an airtight case for or against any given set of

circumstances. It appears that different courts and administrative bodies,

with what strongly resembles the same set of facts, have reached different

conclusions. Factors such as the cleverness of the presentation and the

credibility of the witnesses obviously are important. We will return to this

problem of the use of medical evidence in the discussion of emotional

disturbances. It is one of the most central and vexing issues in this area.

Mental Illness and Compensation

If we disregard for the moment the problem of what constitutes evidence,

the cases cited thus far indicate that certain emotional stresses on the job

may pose a risk of physical injury or physical disability. From this position,

it is only a short logical step to the inclusion under workmen's compensa-

tion of mental or, emotional disabilities which result from job pressures or

some traumatic incident ekperienced on the job. In the course of our

research we have uncovered cases in the states of Kansas, California, Texas,

Louisiana, Massachusetts, West Virginia, Colorado, New York, and Michi-

gan which clearly indicate that mental illness resulting from certain ele-

ments in the job is compensable. The Massachusetts Supreme Court

clearly stated:

Mental disturbances unaccompanied by physical injuries in fact can be a

compensable injury.'o

In a negative way, the New York Court of Appeals suggests that mental

illnesses might be compensable in and of themselves. Though, at the time,

denying compensation for presumed mental disability, the court

. ,did not decide whether an occurrence arising out of and in the course

of employment which causes psychological trauma may in any case be com-

pensable, even though there is no physical injury.~l

Thus the New York courts have left the door open to possible compensa-

tion coverage for mental disabilities unaccompanied by a physical injury.

lo. CCH, 1955-1957, par. 2630; Eliopulas Case. 140 NE 2d 168. Compensation
was denied in this case.

li. CCH, 1960-1963, par. 2221; Cherwin v. Progress Service Company, Inc. 175

NE 2d 827.
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In fact the I'nited 5~,~
stated:

.. there ~ca~ a Ian €
gravated be his emp3~zk.,;:,~ ~,::;
hours. Therefore the cv~;~

This appears to thmi~ a
employee's mental illr~;

All of the cited cases a ;,~
which aggravated a prey
gan court in 1960 furt~F~ ~~~:r,
that the accumulated e$~,:.-~;
may be for some pe~o~.:s
compensable injur}• under i
General Motors, an as~e~.=~i~~:
disability for, in the ~~•or~~
chosis, functional disabilitis
tributed to the accumulate -;
supervisor's criticism cou~Ia~: ~e
This is the most clearcut d
illness and compensation.
In another case, Mclfil,~~

federal compensation la~e-.:~
for a nervous breakdo~~-n ~~
trains and having people s
indicates that a number of
settled out of court.l~
On the other hand, ice ~.~

where employees have beer.
disturbances having no corgi-
was denied an employee ~,•h~a ,
which he could not causally ~a.~.~.'

12• CCH, 1952-1953, par. 129: ~'a
13. Carter v. General Motors, 1~~'~
14• Quoted in Theodore C. ~~a

of Environmental Health, vol. ~, ?
ls• CCH, 1960-1963, par. ~(~81:, !

357 PR 2d 449 (1960).
18• Charles Ferguson, et al., Tnf

Mental Health Associates, 1965 _
men's Compensation for Psychia-
Association, vol. 193, August 196. ~.:

17• CCH, 1964-1965, par. 1786:
parry, 162 80 2d 859.



x.:31-fir to prove that a causal link In fact the United States Court of Appeals went a step further when it
~n~ physical disability. The legal stated:

~.-, the weight of medical evidence. _ mere was a lack of evidence that decedent's mental illness was not ag-
:~z many points. It is difFicult, if gravated by his employment as a truck driver over a period of 16 [continuous]

~.,e for or against any given set of hours. Therefore the compensation claim is accepted.1z

hurts and administrative bodies, This appears to throw the burden upon the employer to prove that the
of facts, have reached different employee's mental illness is not aggravated by job conditions.

~~ of the presentation and the All of the cited cases arose out of some precipitating traumatic incident
important. We will return to this ~~~hich aggravated apre-existing or latent psychological condition. A Michi-
in the discussion of emotional jan court in 1960 further extended compensation coverage when it ruled

,a~:,d sexing issues in this area. that the accumulated effects of employment, even without traumatic event,
may be for• some personalities a mental health risk sui~cient to produce a
compensable injury under Michigan law.13 In this landmark case, Carter vs.
General Motors, an assembly-line employee was awarded partial temporary

ni of ~~~hat constitutes evidence, disability for, in the words of the referee, "traumatic neurosis, traumatic psy-
, . emotional stresses on the job chosis, functional disability and sequels thereof."14 This disability was at-

disability. From this position, tributed to the accumulation of the emotional pressures resulting from his
n under workmen's compensa- supervisor's criticism coupled with his inability to perform the job correctly.

~h result from job pressures or This is the most clearcut decision rendered so far on the question of mental
~e job. In the course of our illness and compensation.

`~ of Kansas, California, Texas, In another case, McMillan vs. Western Pacific Railroad,15 decided under
C~orado, New York, and Michi- federal compensation law, a train dispatcher was awarded compensation

~ess resulting from certain ele- for a nervous breakdown which developed under the pressure of routing
?.iassachusetts Supreme Court trains and having people shout at him over loudspeakers. Informal evidence

indicates that a number of other such cases have been filed and probably

.~~~-al injuries in fact can be a settled out of court.1°

On the other hand, we have found cases in California and Mississippi

's__~- -~ suggests that mental
where employees have been denied compensation benefits due to emotional

;appeals

asselces. Though, at the time,
disturbances having no connection with employment. Such compensation
N.as denied an employee who quit voluntarily due to a neurotic condition

r _ _~~~ilit}~, the court which he could not causally link with employment.l'
;a.~as~ out of and in the course

r,:zra may in any case be com-
12• CCH, 1952-1953, par. 1293; Robinson v. Bradshaw, 206 F 2d 435.
is• Carter v. General Motors, 106 NW 2d (Mich) 105.

~'"-" 14• Quoted in Theodore C. Waters, "Mental Illness: Is It Compensabie?" Archives
of Environmental Health, vol. 5, 1962, p. 179.

~s3~or open to possible compensa- 1u• CCH, 1960-1963, par. 5081; McMillan v. Western Pacific Railroad Company,
_.~-~panied by a physical injury. 357 PR 2d 449 1960 .

ic. Charles Ferguson, et al., The Legacy of Neglect (Fort Worth, Texas: Industrial

~. ':.tee_ P~(? VE 2d 168. Compensation
Mental Health Associates, 1965), p. 48 and Norman Buel and John Glass, "Work-
men's Compensation for Psychiatric Disorders," Journal of the American Medical

dress Sen~ice Company, Inc. 175
Association, vol. 193, August 1965, p. 347.

1z• CCH, 19641965, par. 1786; Johnson v. Gulfport Laundry and Cleaning Com-
parry, 162 80 2d 859.
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The Problem °f 
Evidence

Cases would seem to 
turn upon the medical evidence presented, but, in

the area of 
emotional health, evidence which is concrete rather than vague

and an►biguous is 
difficult to obtain. The standards of normality and ab-

»orrnality are ill-defined, and individual 
judgment plays a large role in any

diagnosis. What constitutes suitable evidence? Consider the 
following tes-

timony from the attending 
physician, the only medical testimony offered,

in the classic case of 
Carter v. General Motors.

We frequently see a situation 
of this type where the person feels himself

trapped u► a situation that has no solution, at least to them, precipitating a
breakdown, and I think the indications are that this is what occurred here. I

think that he has had the personality predisposition towards the development

of this illness for a number of years. This is what usually happens, but 
then

this is the straw that breaks the camel's back and they develop reaction

[mental illness] once they are out of touch with reality.18

Notice the reliance upon medical speculation rather than medical fact.

Consider also the company report of an arbitration case involving an

emotionally disturbed employee.

It was the opinion of competent medical experts that the employee was men-

tally ill to a degree that in their opinion he would never return to work. We

feel that this decision was based on the employee's well-rehearsed emotional

conduct at the hearing. In the award, the company was directed to work out a

settlement involving sick pay and to reinstate the employee's seniority. Upon

receipt o£,a check for his back sick pay the employee reported at the plant

with a doctor's slip stating that he was able to return to work. The company
refused to allow his return and medical arbitration followed. A ten-day
examination by experts at a nearby clinic resulted in the determination that

[the employee] was completely sane and suffered from no emotional disturb-
ances. Subsequently he was allowed to return to work.1°

As we have mentioned and these examples illustrate, one of the most

vexing problems in this area is the inability to secure concrete data.

The problem of evidence of emotional disturbances arising in the course

of employment is very similar to the problem of evidence in heart attack

cases. In heart cases, the courts seem to have found a simple guideline

which enables them to bypass the medical controversy over causality. Segall

describes it as follows:

...the Courts have been concerned primarity with whether the underlying
disease was hastened or accelerated in any degree by the alleged incident or

18• Cited in Waters, op. cit., p. 180.
7°• Response to a questionnaire from Company A. In the files of Professor H. Trice.

trauma and noz -}a~a+ ~crur~. ,
that in mam• inrcaa~, s~
in~•oh-ing ~rorLmen-=
the patient had ~xos ~s~+ ea,;+~
been subjected to s~:a
Courts this is imn.atet.=t"

3'

Similar problerr~ c~3 +r~,
pensation literature ca
disability due to occ
whether the industria;~
accelerated its pmde~-ci
have developed that dam; ̀'
the courts ha~-e sidesteg,' ,
presence of a certain, "
predisposition ~~-hich n^s
ma.=1

It is not unreasonable ad
line in the developing as+ea
true that an employee`s
courts will probably dicas~;~ ,
support this proposition. Y~~,
suffers from latent maladR.

Under the precedent ec~.d'a
disease cases, the courts ms s'
and ask the simple questi~s:. ""
of an immediate or of a~
tributed to the precipitate
courts avoid being dra~rn i
tend to throw the difficult ~:~:
that some job-related sitters
employee's maladjustment.

Cases involving suicides max:
disability which results fry
in and of itself may be cc
decided almost forty years a~:r..
to the family of a librarian ~~
disorder ~~ho committed suicarl~

="'• Segall, op, cit.
=~• CCH, 1958-1960, par. 4~±-~
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trauma and not how much acceleration was involved. A physician may feel
that in many instances, the alleged incident or trauma, particularly those

~Stal evidence presented, but, in involving ~~~orkmen's compensation considerations, was not unique and that if
is concrete rather than vague t.

the patient had not encountered this incident at work, he would have met or

standards of normality and ab- been subjected to similar stresses or strains at home or at recreation. To the

4 
ent plays a large role in any

Courts this is immaterial.LO

? Gonsider the following tes- Similar problems of evidence are also found in the large body of com-
•ni~ medical testimony offered, pensation literature concerning occupational diseases. In cases claiming
„cars. disability due to occupational disease, the question is often raised as to

.here the person feels himself whether the industrial environment actually caused the disease or merely

ac least to them, precipitating a accelerated its predestined development. The argument often is, "he would
a}3aL this is what occurred here. I have developed that disease anyway." The Bober case neatly illustrates how

~~asicion towards the development the courts have sidestepped this issue. In this case, the court ruled that the
~: w-hat usually happens; but then
pack and develop reaction

presence of a certain irritant triggered (but did not cause) an allergy8they
r~ reality.

predisposition which resulted in a compensable attack of bronchial asth-
ma.='

rather than medical fact. It is not unreasonable to expect that the courts will use the same guide-
an arbitration case involving an line in the developing area of emotional disturbances. While it may well be

true that an employee's maladjustment stems from his early childhood, the

that the employee was men- courts will probably dismiss as irrelevant evidence which is designed to
..-ould never return to work. We support this proposition. While it also may be true that the employee
pio.•ee's well-rehearsed emotional suffers from latent maladjustment, this too will probably be held irrelevant.

.: pan}• ~+•as directed to work out a
ce the employee's seniority. Upon Under the recedent established in the heart attack and occu ational1~ P

` employee reported at the plant disease cases, the courts will probably concentrate on the work situation
io return to work. The company and ask the simple question: "Was there any factor in the work situation
arbitration followed. A ten-day of an immediate or of along-standing nature, which accelerated or con-i!

~ s~-ulted in the determination that tributed to the precipitation of the emotional disability?" In this way the
~ered from no emotional disturb-
raa to ~~ ork. courts avoid being drawn into the medical controversy over causality and

tend to throw the difficult burden of proof on the employer to demonstrate
atples illustrate, one of the most that some job-related situation did not contribute to or aggravate the
n to secure concrete data. employee's maladjustment.
disturbances arising in the course Gas involving suicides lend further support to this finding that emotional

eablem of evidence in heart attack disability which results from the accumulated effects of employment
zo ha~•e found a simple guideline in and of itself may be compensable. In the leading case in this area,
.: controversy over causality. Sagall decided almost forty years ago, a Connecticut court awarded death benefits

to the family of a librarian with an hereditary predisposition to mental

~arii~• ~ti-ith whether the underlying disorder who committed suicide under the pressure of overwork and worry.
s degree by the alleged incident or

.o. Sagan, op. cit.
=1• CCH, 195II-1960, par. 4060; BoUcr v. Industrial Plating Associates, 145 A 2d

~• In the files of Professor H. Trice. -~63.
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confusing, of course, is the empirical fact that the same set of circumstances

may precipitate emotional disturbance in one employee but not in another.

For instance, in the Carter case, the continued inability of the employee to

perform the job within the permitted time limit and the constant criticism

of his foreman posed certain risks to Carter's emotional health. These risk

factors when matched with a "vulnerable" personality resulted in a psychot-

ic breakdown. Other employees exposed to similar situations who were not

"ready" did nat break down.

From our studies of the alcoholic and the schizophrenic, there emerges a

syndrome of traits which identifies a vulnerable personality, i.e., one which

when placed in the proper setting is ripe for emotional maladjustment of one

form or another. It is worth noting here that the matching of temperamental

demands of jobs with individual personality requirements might be one way

for the employer in meeting his expanding financial responsibility,

It is apparent that there. are at least two major considerations: (1) the

examination of the nature of jobs and organizations and the various emo-

tional and temperamental demands they make upon incumbents, and (2) a

study of the emotional requirements of the individual. These considerations

~~ ill be further explored in the last chapter,

Summary

~~ e have seen the evolution and liberalization of workmen's compensa-

tiaa~_ Beginning in 1911 with simple coverage of physical injuries, work-

~n'c compensation now covers a broad range of job-related physical and

~.oii~nal impairments. Over the years the employer has assumed the

mi mic responsibility for protecting his employees from the risks to their

uional and physical health which might exist in the jobs they perform.

I~~ economic responsibility includes both prevention of an injury and

a~~eart and rehabilitation if any injury occurs.

~s~erai persons examining this trend have concluded that there will be at

~~i ~s+-o deleterious side effects. First, it is argued, organizations will

tee up their employment procedures and refuse to hire the emotionally

mc~icapped. It is feared that this will create a permanent class of "un-

e~~oti°ables.~` But the fact is that this argument, which has been advanced

;~~~-~ most major pieces of social legislation, has not been supported by

~+r~-ice e6-idence. In addition, there are great practical dif&culties in identi-

a ~e "cuinerable personality" in advance. Also job and organization

~~, 1;~ich appear to play a major role in precipitating mental disturb-

~, ~e ~:uailc not lno~~n in sufficient depth at selection time.
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Second, many psychiatrists point out that the judicial liberalization of
workmen's compensation coverage might reduce the effectiveness o£ psychia-

tric treatment. In a recent speech, Doctor McLean poses the potential di-
lemma thus:

Because a man dislikes his present foreman, becoming anxious when in his
presence, probably has its origins or cause in the man's early ►•elationships
with authority figures. The individual, of course, may firmly believe the fault

is with the foreman, and stay away from work, pleading nervousness, and
seeking compensation. If the compensation courts sustain this type of judg-
ment, they will also seriously impede the process of treating the individual,
reinforcing his false beliefs as to the cause of his anxiety. How can a psychia-
trist treating such a man bring him to the point of understanding the real
reason for his difficulty if the courts say otherwise —and pay him for so
believing?25

It is not our purpose in this bulletin to evaluate the "rightness" or
"wrongness" of this trend toward increasing liberalization. Much like
death and taxes, the existence of the employer's economic responsibility for

the emotional health of his employees is inescapable. The basic task re-
mains that of devising methods for dealing with this economic responsi-
bility.

25• Speech given by Dr. Alan McLean, Cornell Conference on Mental Health, Nov
16, 1965.
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CHAPTER II

THE ALCOHOLIC

AND WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

he dilemma which confronts the employer in meeting his economic

responsibility for the emotional health of his employees is brought

into sharp focus when we examine the handling of cases of one kind

of emotionally disturbed employee, the alcoholic. While there is a wide

diversity of state statutes, a cursory reading of the workmen's compensation

laws of forty-one states would lead one to conclude that injuries on the job

occasioned wholly or in part by intoxication are excluded from workmen's

compensation. In some states, "an employee's intoxication must be the sole

cause of his injuries" to bar a recovery of compensation. In other states,

"injuries caused by, resulting from, or due to intoxication" deprive the
employee of compensation. "Injuries occasioned by intoxication" deny

compensation in a few states. In Florida, "injuries occasioned primarily by
intoxication" are not compensable.
Other terminologies used to express the kind of situation exempt from

compensation coverage are "injuries approximately caused by intoxication,"
"intoxication at the time of injury, when such intoxication is without
kno~~•ledge, consent, or acquiescence of the employer," "injuries caused by
she ~-oluntary intoxication of the employee," "injuries sustained while the
employee is in an intoxicated condition," and "injury resulting directly
fi~om intoxication." In one group of states, the word "intoxication" is not

armed in the statutes, but compensation is denied for injuries due to willful
misconduct and for injuries purposely or intentionally self inflicted.l Thus,

~'` ~t .~-ould appear that once an employee drinks and becomes intoxicated on

~~'iIliam R. Schneider, Workmen's Corrapensation Law (St. Louis, Mo.: Thomas
L,ax Book Company, 1948), voi. 6, pp. 492-493.
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the job — an early identifying sign of an alcoholic employee — he forfeits

h;s protection under workmen's compensation laws.
However, a review of the actual compensation awards in these states

reveals that intoxicated employees, or those under the influence of alcohol,

have consistently collected compensation for on-the-job injuries. The most
familiar cases concern traveling salesmen. For instance, compensation was.
awarded a traveling salesman who stopped to have a fe~~~ drinks in a
strange town and then was involved in a car accident.'- In another case,
compensation was awarded when an automobile salesman ~~~ho had been
drinking was killed in an accident after delivering a car he had just sold.9

In these and other similar cases, the imbibing of alcohol is considered one

of the risk factors of the job. In their efforts to make sales, salesmen are
expected to drink with their customers. This drinking, even to the point of
intoxication, is considered part of the job, and so injuries which arise while
the employee is in thi; intoxicated state are compensable.

Intoxication has not been a bar to compensation in many other occupa-
tions. Cases of painters, truck drivers, waitresses, orderlies, night watchmen,
iron workers, and machine tenders are but a few in which compensation
has been awarded to intoxicated individuals injured on the job. Basically,
compensation has been extended to injured employees under the rigorous
definition of intoxication developed by the courts, which is: "under the
influence of intoxicating liquors to such an extent as to lose a normal
control of one's bodily and mental faculties and commonly to evince a
disposition to violence."' Yet, in the application of this definition, the courts
have limited the concept of intoxication as a bar to collecting compensa-
tion still further. "Intoxication which does not incapacitate the employee
from Following his occupation is not sufl5cient to defeat the recovery of
compensation although the intoxication may be a contributing cause of his
injury."° "I~toxication of an employee while engaged in the business of his
employer will not prevent the employee from recovering compensation
unless such intoxication reaches an extent tantamount to abandonment of
employment."s

Results of These Standards

The result of applying these standards is illustrated clearly in the case of

2• CCH, Workmen's Compensation Law Reports 1960-1963, par. 1708; O'Connor
v. Johnson and Johnson, 211 NYS 2d 1.

g• CCH, 1960-1963 ; Clif£ v. Dover Motors, Inc., 1286.
4• Zee v. Gary 189 80 34 (1939) .
~• Parks v. Maryland Casualty Company, 69 Ga 2 720, 26 SE (2) 562 (1943) .
~• Simkins v. State Banking Department, 45 Pry 186, 45 P(2) 47 (1935).
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z~ports 1960-1963, par. 1708; O'Connor ~, potential liability. A Missouri court wrote in 1935: "Employers will have to

t enforce their rules against drinking by discharging the offending employees
`: Inc., 1286. x'•

~9 Ga 2 720, 26 5E (2) 562 (1943).
~' PrY

7• Zee v. Gary 189 80 34 (1934).
186, 45 P(2) 47 (1935). $• Shiplett v. Moran, 200 SE (Ga) 449.
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or by such other disciplinary measures as they see fit to adopt."a Clarifying

this, a Pennsylvania court wrote in 1943: "Decedent violated definite in-

structions and a rule of the hospital by drinking while on duty. But this fact

does not necessarily bar claimant, for compensation may not be denied for

all violations of positive orders."'o
"Discover and discharge the employee who imbibes," the courts seem to

admonish management. This obviously is easier said than done. It is known,

for instance, that most alcoholics remain on the job for a substantial

portion of their illness, unreported by peers, superiors, and subordinates.

The reluctance of supervisors to confront alcoholic employees and the

agonizing vacillation which they experience have been well documented

elsewhere.1Y The simple fact is that most alcoholics are not reported until

their disease has reached its late stages and ten to fifteen years have

elapsed, during which time the emotional health of the employee has

seriously deteriorated. Because it may compound the problem, as we will "

demonstrate in the next chapter, discharge has become an increasingly un-

available alternative in relieving the employer's liability.

Here, then, are the twin horns of management's dilemma. On the one

hand, society assi~ans to the employer major economic responsibility for the

emotionally disturbed employee. This fiscal liability is based not only on the

potential cost of the physical injury nor solely on the workmen's compen-

sation costs of a disabling emotional ailment, but mainly on the operational

costs of absenteeism and poor job performance and the psychological costs

of wear and tear on the entire management staff. Whether the emotionally

disturbed employee is an alcoholic, a neurotic, or a latent schizophrenic,

the employer bears the major costs. On the other hand, it is not easy to

identify and eliminate these potential employee risks, because of the im-

perfect nature of our measuring instruments and the stigma which is

associated with the various forms of emotional disorders. This makes most

supervisors and managers extremely reluctant to turn anybody in. The

major unresolved questions are: What steps can an employer take to

prevent emotional disturbances from occurring; •and, if they do occur, how

can he minimize his potential costs while meeting his economic responsi-

bilities? We present some possible answers in Chapter V.

a• Phillips v. Air Reduction Sales Co., 337 Mo 587, 85 SW (2) 551 (1935 ).
~ ~• Hopwood v. City of Pittsburgh, 152 Pa Super 398, 402 ; 33 A (2) 658 (1943) .
11. H. M. Trice "Reaction of Supervisors to Emotionally Disturbed Employees,"

Jou~aal of Occupational Medicine, vol. 7, no. 5, 1965, pp. 178-188.
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CHAP"1~~R III

PRIVATE ARBITRATION AND

THE EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED EMPLOYEE

Private arbitrators, employed to resolve grievances arising out of col-
lective bargaining agreements, have also come to grips with the

question: What, if any, is management's social responsibility for the

emotional health of its employees? Their answer, much like the collecti~•e

answers of the courts and the workmen's compensation agencies; has con-

~•erted what may or may not have been social responsibility into economic

liability. Arbitrators have accomplished this through their decisions b}~

1 } increasingly closing off the alternative of discharge as one easy ~~ay out

of management's obligation; and (2) by stressing the company's responsi-

bility to deal constructively, not punitively, with its employees. .

In reviewing the 102 published arbitration awards which deal ~•vith

emotionally disturbed or alcoholic employees, we found that in 55 percent

of the cases discharge was reversed and the employee reinstated, as Table 1

shows.l This is a surprisingly high percentage of reinstatements. It would

seem that arbitrators insist that discharge, the economic capital punish-

ment, is a last resort to be used and then only after other corrective

measures have failed. This is not to imply that discharge will never be up-

held, for, in the same 102 cases, 46 discharges were sustained. However, in

order to sustain a discharge, it is necessary to meet rigorous standards of

proof.

i• This study is based on the cases reported in the three arbitration reporting
sen-ices. We do not know how representative they are of the entire body of cases
involving alcoholic or emotionally disturbed employees which have not been reported:
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Table 1. How Alcoholics and Emotionally Disturbed

Employees Fare at Arbitration.

Type of Employee
Alcoholics Emotionally ,Dislurbtd Total

Discharge sustained at arbitrarion ......... 42 4 46

Discharge reversed at arbitration .......... 47 9 5~

Four Criteria for Evidence

The first requirement to sustain a discharge case at arbitration is that all

evidence presented at the hearing must be internally consistent; i.e., be

_substantially the same. Yet, as both the TWAz and Soutli-Penn Oils cases

indicate, it may be very difficult to get employee witnesses to agree upon

the inebriation of the discharged employee or his inability to work. This is

not surprising, since it is known that there is a strongly-held work group

norm to keep such matters among the group. These norms serve to protect

the alcoholic or emotionally disturbed employee from exposure and sub-

sequent treatment.

Second, evidence for sustaining discharge must clearly show that any

disciplinary action has been consistently applied. Yet other research shows

that supervisors are reluctant to identify and refer alcoholic and emotionally

disturbed employees.' "It's like calling a guy a Communist," one line super-

visor told us recently. Thus, in an arbitration hearing, management might

have its case totally destroyed by the introduction of evidence showing that

other employees, who were not currently being disciplined, often exhibit

the same behavior as the discharged employee.

Third, whether the witnesses exist or not, and whether or not the dis-

ciplinary action is consistent, the company must still demonstrate that the

emotional disturbance results in job impairment. This is hard to prove

since many emotional maladjustments may be functional for the organiza-

tion as, for example, "work addiction" — a term which implies that an

employee is so obsessed with his work that he becomes compulsively over-

active.6 Furthermore, an employee may perform adequately in some jobs

but break down when faced with other situations. Compounding these

2. 38 LA 1221 (Airline Stewards and Stewardesses International Union).

a• 29 LA 718 (Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers).
4• H. M, Trice, "The Reaction of Supervisors to Emotionally Disturbed Em-

ployees," Journal of Occupational Medicine, vol. 7, no. 5, 1965, pp. 177-188.

6• In such instances, arbitrators might well suggest transfer as the appropriate

management action, rather than discharge.
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considerations is the fact that it is very difficult indeed to measure job
performance and to demonstrate deviation which the company must esta.b-
lish in order to defend its position that emotional disturbance has resulted
in inefficiency.

But, fourth, even if the employer can demonstrate job impairment,
arbitrators give great weight to the mitigating circumstances surrounding
the employee's problem. For instance, Arbitrator Gabriel Alexander re-
instated adischarged employee, who admitted to being intoxicated at the
time of discharge and on several previous occasions, because: (1) following
his discharge, the employee went to a physician, joined AA, and accepted
help from an alcoholic treatment center; (2) the employee had sixteen
years of seniority and a reputation as a good worker; and (3) the employee
had no discipline record except the alcoholic offenses which began three
years earlier.s

Application of Four Criteria

The rigorous application of these four criteria has severely restricted the
use of disciplinary discharge procedures involving alcoholic and emotion-
ally disturbed employees. Arbitrators have apparently applied the principle
of corrective discipline in discharge cases involving these deviant employ-
ees. Under the principle of corrective discipline, the purpose of discipline
is to enable the employee to correct his behavior. In this light, discharge is
permissible only after the employee, through repeated violations, has dem-
onstrated his inability to change.
To ascertain if the application of these corrective discipline standards is

one viable method which management can choose in carrying out its
economic and social responsibility for its emotionally disturbed employees,
we contacted all the employers and unions involved in the 56 reported
cases in which the employee was reinstated. OE this total, 40 companies and
23 unions responded. Tables 2, 3, and 4 reproduce the major data gathered
as a result of this survey.

Analysis of this information shows that discharge usually takes place
after some overt or offensive act. For instance, 24 cases, or 59 percent of
the total reported, involved coming to work under the influence of alcohol.
Five other cases involved either drinking on the job or drunken driving.
In a total of 32 cases, or 80 percent,. discipline followed a single dramatic
event.'

a• 40 LA 935 Chrysler Corporation (United Automobile Workers) April 8, 1963.
7• This is not to say that the employee had not been accumulating a discipline

word previous to this single dramatic event.
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Table 2•. Reason for Discharge: Emotionally Disturbed Table ~. _~,;~oholic Employ-~ w~~.,.

and Alcoholic Employees. ~ ~Y
.\-alure of Caast Reason for

for discharge as reported No. °Jo
of Action Rein.r~atrnE~•

boson
to a~bidation Casa Reporting to work 29 ears ser~-ice

Y
~- '.

~~
to work intoxicated ..... - . • . •• • - • - • • • • • • 

.. , ,, , , , . , 24 59

3 
g

intoxicated 5 disciplinan
geported
Drinlun6 on the job ........

...............................
2 

5 notices ,.

Drunken dnving ...........
...............................

3 g Reporting to work No proof of

I;,'.~

F;
possession of alcohol...... - . - • • • • - • • • - • - • • • • • • • - ~ • • ' '

...
' ' ' 21 intoxicated intoxication

Arrested while drunk on job 
................................

3 
$ ,,.

~
Absenteeism ............. .......... 

......................
5

' 2Immoral acts ............. . • • • • • • • • -• • • • • • • • • • • - ' ' '' ' ' ' ' 2 5 Reporting to work Successful at- `~
Mental illness ........................

.................... ~ -----• intoxicated tempt at reha-
40 ~~0°~o bilitation—~~ !j

— --
Drinking on job No proof of

drinking

—,.
Reporting to work No consistent

°'.'

*+~v,;

"lable 3. Emotionally Disturbed Employees ~l~~~~~~ `S4~`~~~'~""°Oli"

Reinstated after Discharge.
Pw-session of No proof $ Qoc.~

4°

Nature o Causef Reason orf Terms o.f Ern to rnent Hislorp 3 J'
~Quor and sleep-
ue~ on the job

service recoa~c ~ .~i'

of Atlion Reinstatement Reinstatement alter Reins~a~ement

Mentally ill— 9 years of Layoff of six Still employed 1 year after re-
I~~cated Double eo aru~~J P :;fit

Loaded gun in car good service months with- instatement. Employment

on parking lot out back-pay not satisfactory due to reoo-
currence of mental illness. Rrp~orting to work Company had rs~

Schizophrenic= Mental illness Full seniority Still employed 2.5 years after
l

:nsoucated consistent ~~-a~-
ing policy ~`~`zf.unauthorized Sickness without back-

pay
reinstatement. E m p o y-
ment not satisfactory—bor- Reporting to work No consistentabsence
derline case. intoxicated

~
company potic~-

y

Immoral acts with
minor- jailed

Mental illness
Sickness

Sick leave for
i year

Still employed 3.5 years after
reinstatement. E m p 1 o y - Reporting to work First offense
went satisfactory. Convic- intoxicated
rion action pending.

Adultery causing Real illness Full back-pay Still employed 6 years after Reporting to work
intoxicated

Not sufficient
emotional distur- reinstatement. E m p l o y- proof
bance ment satisfactory. }.

Psychoneurotic 13 years service Sick leave with No longed employed. Period Drinking on job Not sufficient ~;a: ''''
absenteeism He was sick full seniority of employment after rein- warning ;:

statement unknown. Un- '
''µsatisfactory employee.
.k

Treatment for Not raven thatP Full seniorit y Did not return.
Reporting late to
work and intoxi-

Not sufficient
Proof

`"
;~

Mental illness working was rated
hazardous

Absenteeism Mental illness Full seniorit Y Did not return.
Reporting to work

intoxicated
Successful at- a;~"`'

`' later proven with sick leave tcm tat reha-
bilitation—tL; !;;~
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Emotionally Disturbed

No. %

24 59.........
3 8............
2 5

............... 3 8

............... 7 2...........
3 8...............
2 5............... 2 5

40 100 °Jo

turbed Employees

ischarge. --

f Emp[o)ment History
tafement offer Reins[atemene

of six Still employed 1 year after re-

ths with- instatement. Employment
ack-pay not satisfactory due to reoc-

currence of mental illness.

aiority Still employed 2.5 years after
out back- reinstatement. E m p 1 o y-

mentnot satisfactory—bor-
derline case.

~~e for Still employed 3.5 years after
r reinstatement. E m p 1 o y-

ment satisfactory. Convic-
lion action pending.

ck-pay Still employed 6 years after
reinstatement. E m p l o y
ment satisfactory.

~•e ~~~ith No longer employed. Period
niority of employment after rein-

statement unknown. Un-~,
satisfactory employee.

~ority Did not return.

~ty Did not return.
ack leave

Table 4. Alcoholic Employees Reinstated after Disciplinary Discharge.

!Yatuse of Cause Reason for Terms of Employment History after
of Action Reinslattm~nt Reinstatement Reinstatimtrtt

Reporting to work 29 years service All seniority Employment terminated 20
intoxicated 5 disciplinary no back-pay days after reinstatement—

notices falsifying absence.

Reporting to work No proof of Full seniority Employment terminated 2~
intoxicated intoxication no back-pay years after reinstatement—

recurrence of intoxication.

Reporting to work Successful at- No back-pay Employment terminated ~
intoxicated tempt at reha- year after reinstatement—

• _ bilitation—AA recurrence of intoxication.

Drinking on job No proof of 2 month layoff Employment terminated 2
drinking years after reinstatement—

insubordination.

Reporring to work No consistent No back-pay Employment terminated i
intoxicated company policy year after reinstatement—

recurrence of intoxication.

Possession of No proof &good No back-pay Employment terminated s
liquor and sleep- service record year after reinstatement—
ing on the job theft.

Intoxicated Double jeopardy No back-pay Employment terminated 1 Z
years after reinstatement—
intoxica$on.

Reporting to work Company had no No back-pay Employment terminated Z
intoxicated consistent warn- year after reinstatement—

ing policy absenteeism.

Reporting to work No consistent Full seniority Employment terminated 7
intoxicated company policy no back-pay years after reinstatement be-

cause of death.

Reporting to work First offense Full seniority Employment terminated 1
intoxicated no back-pay year after reinstatement—

death.

Reporting to work Not sufficient 3 month layoff Employment terminated 4
intoxicated proof full seniority years after reinstatement—

intoxication.

Drinking on job Not sufficient Back-pay Employment terminated 2
Naming years after reinstatement—

resigned to start own
a business.

Reporting late to Not sufficient Back-pay Employment terminated 4
work and intoxi- proof years after reinstatement—
cated wage disagreement.

Reporting to work Successful at- No back-pay Employment terminated 1
intoxicated tempt at reha- no senionty year after reinstatement—

bilitation—AA intoxicarion.
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Table 4. Continued

Nature of Gaure Reason fos Tirms of Employment History of[er

of Action R~inatatem~nt R~instatemenl Reinstatement

Arrested while Intoxication away Full seniority Employment terminated 8

intoxicated from company and back-pay years after reinstatement—

premises excessive absenteeism.

Reporting to work First offense 3 week layoff Resigned 1 year after rein-

intoxicated Good record statement.

Odor of alcohol No proof of Full seniority Employment terminated 3

on breath intoxication and back-pay months after reinstatement
—intoxication.

Reporting to work Conflicting evi- Back-pay Did not return.

intoxicated— deuce of drink-
Driver-Salesman ing

Reporting to work Discipline 3-day layoff' Did not return.

intoxicated upheld

Drunken driving Did not lose li- No back-pay Still employed after 1'~ years

cense—plea of but unsatisfactory. Continu-

nolo contendere ous borderline case.

Reporting to work Not sufficient Back-pay Still employed satisfactorily

intoxicated proof after 2 years.

Reporting to work Foreman con- No back-pay Still employed satisfactorily

intoxicated doned intosi- after 4.5 years.
canon

Reporting to work Company failure Full seniority Still employed satisfactorily

intoxicated to stop him at no back-pay after 1.5 years.
gate

Unopened can of First offense Back-pay Still employed 10 years after

beer in parking reinstatement. Employment

lot satisfactory.

Reporting to work .19 blood alcohol No back-pay Still employed satisfactorily

intoxicated could tolerate 6.5 years after reinstate-

higher concen- ment.
tration

Pre-flight drinking No proof of Full seniority Still satisfactorily employed

—untidy appear- drinking back-pay 4 years'after reinstatement.

ance

Drunken driving Offense occurred No back-pay Still satisfactorily employed

Jam] off work 6 years after reinstatement

Reporting to work 27 years of Full seniority Srill employed 2 years after

intoxicated service 3 mo. suspen- reinstatement. Three later
sion actions for negligence.

Possession of Drinking not No back-pay Still employed 1.5 years after

liquor at work proven reinstatement. Satisfactory.
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Gross misconduct
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~ntinued

~~ Employment Hirlory after

statement Reinstal~ment

niority Employment terminated 8

back-paY years after reinstatement—
excessive absenteeism.

c layoff Resigned 1 year after rein-
statement.

,nio~-~~y Employment terminated 3

back-pay months after reinstatement
—intoxication.

~yy Did not return.

layoff Did not return.

ck-pay Still employed after 1 ~ years
but unsatisfactory. Continu-

~ ous borderline case. _^

ay Still employed satisfactorily
after 2 years.

ck-pay Still employed satisfactorily
after 4.5 years.

•niority Still employed satisfactorily
back-pay after ].5 years.

oay Still employed 10 years after
reinstatement. Employment
satisfactory.

ick-pay Shcl employed satisfactorily
6.5 years after reinstate-
ment.

niority Still satisfactorily employed
''PaY 4 years after reinstatement.

~~"Pay Still satisfactorily employed
6 years after reinstatement.

'n' Y Srill employed 2 years after
~0' S°3P~n- reinstatement. Three later
~__ actions for negligence.

Still employed 1.5 years after
reinstatement. Satisfactory.

Table 4. Continued

.\~atdre of Cause Reason for Tesms of Emplo~ynent History afler
of Achan Reinsdatement Reinslatemsnt Reinstatement

Reporting to work No good com- Full seniority StSll employed 8 years. Un-
inioxicated munication of no back-pay satisfactorily after reinstate-

"under inRu- ment. Three attendance
once" warnings since.

Drinking at work ]st offense Layoff Z mos. Still employed 12 years after
4 years good full seniority reinstatement. Unsadsfac-
record tory. Excessive absenteeism.

Reporting to work No consistent No back-pay Still employed 1.5 years after
intoxicated company policy reinstatement, satisfactory

but warnings for drinking.

Reporting intoxi- Not gross Back-pay Srill satisfactorily employed
Gated misconduct 9 years after reinstatement.

Gross misconduct

Studies of supervisors' reactions to psychotic, neurotic, and alcoholic ~`
employees reveal that a dramatic incident precipitating a crisis for the
supervisor is often necessary to resolve his vacillatian toward confronting
the problem employee. As these arbitration cases show, most often, the super-
visor resolves his indecision in favor of discipline, since this is the easiest and
most clear-cut way to handle the problem.
These results closely parallel Ross's findings in his study of employees

who were discharged for general misconduct and then reinstated. Ross also
found that overt dramatic behavior such as illegal strikes, violence, re-
stricting production, insubordination, or horseplay accounted for a majority
of the discharges, while the more covert forms of misbehavior such as
incompetence, negligence, or tardiness did not result in arbitrable dis-
charges. Seeking to explain this phenomenon, Ross theorized that "quieter ~
problems such as absenteeism and poor workmanship do not produce a
crisis in the shop .. [and do not represent) an open challenge to the
authority of management."a Much the same explanation could be offered
for the supervisor's continued tolerance of the alcoholic or emotionally
disturbed employee. It would seem then that supervisors, while enduring
the quiet deviant, resort to disciplinary procedure when confronted with a
dramatic, highly visible incident which creates a supervisory crisis. _ ..
The evidence clearly indicates, however, that discharge is a poor way to

8• Arthur M. Ross, "What Happens after Reinstatement," in Critical Issues in
s Labor Arbitraaion, Jean T. McKelvey, ed. (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of National

9ffairs, 1957), pp. 21-56.
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more than half of the cases brought

nurned and the employee reinstated.

,~~ees who were reinstated, 22 or 
55

~~•ed. Of those 18 who are still em-

itisfactory and, according to company

ion again. Thus, in 75 percent of 
the

tatement did not result in correction

Went History after Reinstatement of

Some Emotional Disturbances and

General Misconduct. ~'

tional Disturbance
No. %
18 45
4 10
3 8
13 32
2 5

40 100°Jo

General Misconduct
No. %
63 51
]2 10
24 20
16 13
8 6

123 100%

reinstatement failed to contribute to

pare in Table 5 the results of our

ployment history of the reinstated

i6cant difFerences appear. First, for

ee in three who was reinstated was

harge occurred to only slightly more

~ecn originally discharged for genera!

percentage of reinstated emotionally

11111 did employees who had been re-

bchavior.

responsibility

'ho~v the relative futility of corrective

~loy~r to meet his new economic re-

useful when the employee has the~~rithin his control. Such behavioral
sness, for instance, can usually be

K

~~~x~
s~ ~
S~~ ..

~, ~~rrrugh corrective discipline. Unlike these behaviors, however,
end other deviant behavior caused by emotional disturbance

~T 1}• within the individual's control.° In large part, the employee
z~ . responsible for his action than a person suffering from acute

~~~r is responsible for the continued coughing up of blood. These
;;rnr are truly victims of their own malady. As such, the employee, even
„Mated, is likely to continue his behavior and is just as likely to be
se~arged again. Since there is nothing in the corrective discipline pro-

'"mature, as such, to deal with the basic causes of the employee's deviation,
rrctive discipline alone merely generates a job-related crisis for the

~aationally disturbed employee without offering him any way out of the
~°risis.
The key element which is missing in the corrective discipline format is

the provision for realistic treatment opportunities. The arbitrator in the
Corn Products case clearly spelled this out when he said:

Alcoholism is not regarded as a disciplinary problem unless or until the
individual concerned has been fully informed of the nature of his illness, has
Veen encouraged or directed to seek treatment and refused such treatment.
...Simply requiring an alcoholic employee to take effective treatment is not
enough.... The experience of many companies indicates _ ..that effective
counselling and followup, both by management and union, are important for
best results.lo

~i'ithout the offer of treatment and the positive effort to get the alcoholic
~r emotionally disturbed employee to undergo treatment, discipline will
~vrobably have little or no effect.
An examination of the reasons for reinstatement reveals a second diff-

culty inherent in applying discipline procedures to the emotionally dis-
~urbed employee. As shown in Table 6, unlike discipline cases involving
general misbehavior, the major reason given by arbitrators for reinstatement
oY emotionally disturbed employees is lack of sufl5cient evidence.
As we mentioned in the previous chapter, concrete evidence about emo-

uonally disturbed employees is hard to come by. Not only do various
^iedical and psychiatric experts disagree among themselves, but much of
~~e on-the-job behavior is unreported by peers, subordinates, or superiors.
:::ompounding the difl5culty of generating evidence is the weight given by
~~-bitrators to mitigating circumstances. Taken together, these two factors

E. M. Jellinek, "Phases of Alcohol Addiction," Quarterly Journal of Studies on
_ "::hol, vol. 13, no. 4 (December 1952) p. 679.

Corn Products Company (Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers International
5; '~ pion) April 1962.
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Table 6. Reasons Given by Arbitrators for Reinstatement.

Reason for Reinstatement
Emotionally

Dutu~bed ~m/rloy~e
Employees Discharged

for Central Misconduel

No. % No. %

Mitigating circumstances .............. i l 25 50 24
Penalty was excessive .................. 5 l 0 39 ] 9
Lack of consistent policy ......... . .... 7 20 39 19
Insufficient evidence .................. 14 30 43 20
Miscellaneous ........................ 3 15 3G 18

40 100°Ja 207 100%

suggest that the central question in discharge arbitration is not: Did the

employee misbehave? but rather: Was the discharge justified in the light

of the circumstances? Put another way the question could be: Is the

employee's behavior bad enough and so beyond hope of correction as to

justify ending the employer's obligation? If the question is asked this way,

and since concrete evidence either way is difficult to construct, it is not

surprising that a high percentage of discharged employees are reinstated.

The information presented in Table 7 supports this conclusion concern-

ing the relative futility of discipline. Fifty-five percent of the emotionally

disturbed employees who are no longer employed had their jobs terminated

in some disciplinary action, 31 percent of them being discharged for a

reoccurrence of the situation which originally led to discharge.11

There are at least two direct costs of reinstatement to the employer.

First, in 33 percent of the cases, the employee was reinstated with back-

pay. These back-pay settlements represent a cost of several months' salary

for each employee.'2 Our evidence also reveals that it makes very little

dif}'erence whether the employee receives back-pay or not in terms of

whether he will continue with the company. Almost the same percentage

of those employees who received back-pay have left as now still remain. A

second cost to the employer arises because reinstatement lengthens the time

during which the employer must bear the cost of partial productivity. As

Table 8 indicates, most of those reinstated employees who are no longer

employed left during the first year, but there are several instances where

the employee remained a drain for seven or eight years. In fact, one

company reported an employee who was discharged six times in eight years

Yl. Unfortunately, comparable data are fiot available from Ross's study.
lz. There is no significant difference between our study and Ross's in terms of the

number of employees who were awarded back-pay. It seems to make no difference
whether the employee was discharged and then reinstated for either emotional
disturbance or general misbehavior.
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I~bordination ................
T`ncft .........................
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dA~ath .........................
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~d not return . .................
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Table 7. Reason for Subsequent Termination of Reinstated Emotionally
Disturbed Employees.

/Zenron for Second Tirminalion

Reoccurrence of intoxication ,....
~'alsiiying absence record ....... .
Insubord►nation ................
Theft.........................
pbsentee~sm .................. .
Death.:.......................
Wage disagreement ............ .
~/oluntary .....................
Did not return .................

Reason for Origirsal Discharge

Reporting Possession Drinking on
Intoxicated of Alcohol tht ~ob Absenteeism

7 .. .. ..
1 .. ..
.. 1 ..

1 •• --
2 .. •• --
2 .. .. ..
1 ..

.. 1 1
3 .. .. 2

16 1 2 3

d was reinstated each time. In general, reinstatement adds approximately

i years to the period of time during which the employer must absorb the
onomic costs of a problem employee.

When the costs of time spent in grievance meetings and the arbitrator's
are added to the cost of back-pay, absenteeism, and diverted manage-

:nt energies, the employer's economic responsibility assumes imposing
oportions. As in the case of workmen's compensation, the imposition of
is economic liability on the employer is designed to encourage him to deal
nstructively with the problem, either preventing it from occurring or
:ablishing procedures for treatment and rehabilitation. In addition, the
bitrators have created a crisis by rendering the current disciplinary
ocedures increasingly expensive to utilize and inadequate to the tasks at

Table 8. Length of Employment for Those Reinstated Employees
Subsequently Discharged.

Emotionol Dutu►banet Crneral MisLehavior

No. Q/o No. %

Did not return at all .................. 4 22 12 20°Jo
Lcft within. G months .................. 5 22 13 22
Lcft after 6 months but less than a year .. 4 17 9 15
`..eft after 1 year but less than 2 years .... 3 13 10 16
:.cft after more than 2 years ............ 6 26 16 27

~_ 22 100°Jo GO 100°Jo
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hand. Many managers have commented "tlxere must be a better way." The
search for a more effective way of dealing with these employees has led to

the development and implementation of several company-based programs

on mental health and alcoholism. For instance, six companies and five
unions reported that as a result of arbitrator's decisions they have modified
their programs and policies to provide more treatment and rehabilitation
facilities.

In summary, arbitrators have fixed the economic responsibility for men-
tally disturbed employees on the employing organization. Arbitrator$ have
rendered discharge an increasingly unavailable alternative for resolving
management's responsibility. As we have seen, corrective discipline pro-
cedures, without the clear offer of therapy, also appear to be a poor way to
deal with the employer's economic responsibilities. As with workmen's
compensation, the problems of gathering sufficient concrete evidence, the
difficulty of motivating the front-line supervisor to confront the problem
employee, and the unpredictability of treatment all combine to leave
management with a major responsibility without clear guidelines on ways
to handle it.
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the emotional health of an employee can be gained by examining what
~

_. conditions seem to contribute to emotional maladjustment. In fact,
understanding some of the factors which contribute to emotional imbalance

is the f rst step to~~~ard fruitful action in preventing and/or correcting
situation; ~.-hich ma}• lead to the precipitation of emotional disturbance. To
gain such understanding we must study: (1) the personality readiness or
vulnerabili#~ of Lhe individual; and (2) the nature of the social situation

in the ~rork place_ L pon examining the individual personality it is readily
apparent thaE ~-t of us have within us the potential for crippling emo-

'; tional disturi~ars~e_ Ta speak of the "normal" versus the "abnormal" person
is to dra~~• a lime ti.-hieh in reality does not exist. If, however, we think of
personality as ~-ar~ along the dimension of a greater or lesser degree of
vulnerability for etiorsal disturbance, we come closer to the truth of the
matter. There are - persons whose capacity to manage anxiety and
frustration is lo~..~, aid z3~is sharply predisposes them to overt emotional
breakdowns. Then #~a~-~ a ''Headiness" for such breakdowns. Others are less

', vulnerable, whiles rr~~r~ cope handily with sustained disturbing situa-
tions.

t This readiness far ~L _::-_. disturbance may never manifest itself in
emotional disability-. a ~~_ _ __.~rsonality may experience only slight ex-
posure to factors tlsat ~~:~.:~~ ~ra~-ate and then precipitate an overt dis-
order, so that a lateu mai• function effectively for years in a
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More likely, ho~~•erer_ ia~ ~+ople undergo a series of pressures and
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stresses that form a definite risk to their emotional health. Many of these ~:
risk factors come from the job and from the organization where the job is
located. Others come from family and close associates.
As we have previously pointed out, workmen's compensation boards,

courts, and arbitrators concern themselves primarily with the contribution
of "work world" events to a person's emotional adjustment. This study,
therefore, focuses on those risks to emotional health originating in the work
world. These can be divided into two broad groups: (1) risks that derive
fmm intrinsic job content; (2) risks that come from features of an organ-
ization.

Probably the most obvious job factor that exposes a vulnerable per-
sonality to emotional breakdown is change in the technical content of the
job. With the added pressures of retraining for a different job, these tech-
nological changes pose for the predisposed individual a situation fraught
with threats to self-esteem and a lack of job predictability that in the past
provided emotional security. That technological change produces such
increased anxiety has been well documented by several studies concerning
both blue-collar and white-collar skilled employees.l Other evidence strong-
ly suggests that the risk to emotional health from technological change is
greater for the older long-service employees and for females.

Temperamental Demands of Jobs

Not only does change in the job content call upon vulnerable personali-

ties to make rapid adjustments, but such changes may also drastically alter ,?
the temperamental demands which a job makes upon its incumbents. The
result may be that the emotional demands of the job are so incompatible S!
with the emotional makeup of .the employee that he becomes anxious, frus- f.
trated, and dissatisfied. This incompatibility is the second risk to emotional

health that emanates from the job. I'or example, an outgoing, gregarious

person with high emotional needs for affiliation with others will be exposed
to a substantial risk to his emotional well-being should he fill a night watch-

man's job. Conversely, the personnel manager, who must interact often with

a wide range of persons, both within the company and the general com-

munity, will be in a risk situation if he is a shy person accustomed to using

withdrawal as one of his major techniques to cope with the confusion of hu-

man interaction.

1• William A. Faunce, "Automation and the Automobile Worker," Social Problems,
vol. 6, pp. 68-78, 1958; Mann, Floyd, and Lawrence K. Williams, "Some Effects of
the Changing Work Environment in the Office," J. Soc. Issues, vol. 18 (1962 ), pp. r
90-101.
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A gnawing body of research evidence indicates how important it is that

the temperamental demands of the job are suited to the personality of the

employee. For instance, Jasinski, in his study of automobile workers, reports

that those workers who were mast adjusted to the assembly line reported

least emotional need for social interaction? Whyte, studying another socially

isolated job, engine room operators, reports that those employees wha were

most adjusted to the peculiar demands of the job came from farm back-

grounds.3 Further evidence of these temperamental dimensions of .jobs is

found in Rosen and Rosen's study of union stewards.4 They found that the

temperamental demands of that job were best fitted to individuals who had

high paranoid scores on the Minnesota lbtulti-Phasic Index. Trice, working

with night watchmen, points out that the match of temperamental demands

of social isolation and the workers' personality correlated significantly with

jab satisfaction.b Tannenbaum and Alport have found a similar correlation

between supervisory styles and a worker's need for autonomy.°

Job obsolescence is a third risk factor which arises out of the job and

contributes to emotional maladjustment. This is especially threatening

for engineers, middle managers, technicians, and professionals of all sorts.

With the knowledge explosion, the chances of becoming occupationally

obsolete at the age of thirty-five have risen sharply for members of these

groups.? For the engineer who has a personality readiness, this premature

aging of his expertise can be a blow to his self-esteem and contribute to

emotional disorders.

Organizational Risk Factors

Turning to the mental health risk factors that come from organizations,

we find three which emerge clearly: (1) performance appraisal and "work

addiction;" (2) status changes, such as promotion and demotion; and

(3) organizational change. Despite widespread belief that performance

appraisals are poor devices for informing an employee about the quantity

2• Frank J. Jasinski, "Technological Delineation of Reciprocal Relationships: A

Study of Interaction Patterns in Industry," Human Organization, vol. 30 (Summer

1956), pp, 24-28.
3• W. F. Whyte, Men at Work (Homewood, III.: Iu~win-Dorsey, 1961), p. 53.

4• H. Rosen and R. A. Rosen, "Personality Variables and Role in a Union Business

Agent Gmup," J, of Applied Psychology, vol. 41 (April 1959), pp. 131-136.

b• H, M, Trice, "Night Watchmen: A Study of an Isolated Occupation," ILR

Research, vol. 10 (November 1964), pp. 3-8.
e• A. S. Tannenbaum, and F. H. Allport, "Personality Structure and Group

Structure," J. of Abnormal and Social Psychology, vol. 55 (November 1957) pp.

404-406.
7• Charles A. Myers, "New Frontiers for Personnel Management," Personnel, vol.

15 (1964), pp, 33-39.



and quality of his work, they persist in one form or another in most organi-
zations. Regardless of the type of the appraisal or how skillfully presented,
it confronts the ready personality with a threat to has self-esteem that may
aggravate his potential for emotional disturbance. Since hypersensitive
concern for self-esteem is one of the main hallmarks of the predisposed
personality, the very process of performance appraisal poses a distinct risk
to "ready" employees.
In addition, performance appraisal probably contributes to work addic-

tion. Like the alcoholic employee's dependence on alcohol, some employees
become so preoccupied with, and involved in, work that they become
addicted to it. For the "ready" person, performance appraisal may stimu-
late afrenzied rigid determination to work harder and longer, to take on
more duties, and generally to sacrifice other activities for the job. Such a
craving for work can readily contribute to cardiovascular disorders, duo-
denat ulcers, and various psychosomatic illnesses.
The second risk stemming from the nature of organizations — change in

status —may result either from promotion or demotions Demotion. for
exymple, can take many forms: lower status with less mone+-; being
bypassed by someone with less seniority; maintenance of formal status and
income with assignment to undesirable functions and/or authorite- over
fewer people. Even for less vulnerable persons, demotion can be a source of
anxiety and depression. For the employee highly vulnerable to mental
disorder, it can trigger severe emotional disturbance. Often demotion and
transfer go hand in hand. Transfer, for instance, may well be a device
that serves to exclude the transferee from former areas of influence and
information. This deprives the transferee of social reality, lea~~in~ him in a
marginal position.°

Ironically; promotion also can be a risk to mental health. The increased
anxiety over ability to perform effectively in the new role, adjustment to
new informal cliques and groups, and emotional depression o~-er antici-
pated tougher competition all provide a substantial risk for the ~-ulnerable
personality.
The third factor, organizational change, can like technological change

generate a series o£ emotional health risks. One form of this kind of change,
managerial succession, creates the need for adjustment to a different and
unknown kind of supervision. Such a change threatens the ̀ 'ready" em-
ployee's intense need to predict how others around him will act. especially
those on whom he is dependent. Styles of supervision var}- in t~-pe, so the

8• Douglas M. More, "Demotion," Social Problems, vol. 9 (196? ~ , pp. 213-221.
9• Edwin M. Lemert, "Paranoia and the Dynamics of Exclusion: ' Saciometry, vol.

25 (1962 ), PP. 2-20.
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new styles may be more anxiety-producing than the former man-boss

relationship. The psychological pain generated by the need to adjust to a

new supervisor clearly ranks as a distinct emotional health risk.

Other types of organizational changes also pose a risk to the vulnerable

personality. Mergers, decentralization, or centralization, to mention a few

examples, raise man, threats to the security of established routine. In fact,

many decisions made by management almost daily, which involve some

change or modification in a previously established way of operating, all

pose somewhat of a threat to the "ready" personality. These changes, which

are so much a part of the business scene, may be of minor importance when

considered individually, though their cumulative effect may have enormous

significance for some individuals.

Obviously the number and intensity of these job and organization risk

factors will vary. Thus, technological change can occur simultaneously or

independently of managerial succession and subtle forms of demotion.

There may be a single exposure or a whole series of eacposures of difTerent

combinations. Regardless of these refinements, various neutrals have as-

signed to employing organizations the major fiscal responsibility for emo-

tional injures which arise as the result of exposure to these risk factors.

In summary, we have outlined some of the factors inherent in jobs and

in organizations which, when combined with a ready personality, may

lead to the precipitation of severe emotional maladjustment and extensive

economic liability on the part of the' employer. We have also postulated

that this personality readiness seems to be widely distributed in the general

population. The major combination which leads to a campensable emotional

illness (that which is aggravated by some job-related condition) would

seem to be the mismatch between the individual rersonality and the nature

of his job. '
This study suggests that employing organizations need to know consider-

ably more about the temperamental demands of jobs and the personalities

that fill them.
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CHAPTER V

ECONOMIC RESPONSIBILITY:

AN EXAMINATION OF ALTERNATIVES

he discussion, thus far, points to two unmistakable conclusions:
(1) employing organizations have been assigned a major economic
responsibility for the emotional health of their employees; (2) most

of the current attempts to deal with this new economic responsibility have
proved unsuccessful. Of these, five courses of action are most commonly used
today.

First, there is the head-in-the-sand or ostrich approach, as charac-
terized by the phrase "it can't happen here." The pages o£ history from
Troy to Dienbienphu amply demonstrate the folly of this approach.

Closely related is the reaction e~ressed by the statement, "I am appalled."
Many recent articles have been written condemning the liberalization of

workmen's compensation coverage and the increasing difficulty of sustaining

discharge at arbitration. One psychiatrist. states this well: "Surely one can

not expect American business to provide — as productive processes rapidly
change and as organizations are reorganized —non-stressful positions for
every man ... [for many] it boils down to a difference between a stressful
job and no job at all.... The very provision of these [workmen's compensa-
tion] benefits ...acts as a crutch to prevent rehabilitation." ,

This argument would carry more meaning had it not been heard so
many times in the past. For instance, the original workmen's compensation
acts were opposed with similar sounding statements. It was argued that
paying an injured person to stay home would encourage others to injure
themselves and then prolong their recovery period. But today
while it is clearly possible to be "appalled" by the facts, realistic manage-
ments, unable to turn back the clock, must cope with the situation.
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A third approach might be explained by the phrase, "let's fight them."

Since many of the specific economic costs, such as workmen's compensation

and arbitration awards, must turn on specific evidence, one way for man-

agement to avoid a catastrophic loss is to prepare an,airtight case. But to do

this adequately requires the expenditure of a great deal of time investigating

and preparing the case and large sums of money hiring expert attorneys and

witnesses. Yet even the best prepared cases can be lost, especially in the area

of emotional health where concrete evidence is difficult to produce. So the

result of this course of action, as satisfying as it may be to many management

egos, may still be a large financial loss.
A fourth reaction is: "We will absorb the problem employee and do noth-

ing about him." While recognizing the ezcistence of such employees, many

managements in cooperation with their unions tend to believe that dealing

with these employees is not worth the effort. Thus, they shunt the employee

off to a nonessential job and wait for him either to leave or retire. Since

these problem employees represent only a small percentage of the total

work force, they are relatively easy to absorb.

While this course of action has obvious advantages, it also has several

hidden disadvantages. It does not contribute to the rehabilitation of the

employee; on the contrary, the shunting-off process, in all probability, will

only exacerbate the underlying problem and hasten the employee's emotion-

al disability. Other employees observing this process are likely to become in-

creasingly dissatisfied, particularly with union officials who cooperate in

what might appear to them the destruction of a fellow employee. Because

of intense self-identification ("There, but for the grace of God, go I"), peers

are likely to insist that more effort be expended to "cure" the deviant em-

ployee. If these efforts are not forthcoming, one can expect more work

group protection for the developing deviant, thus increasing the potential

for serious injury or major operational loss.

Continued absorption of the problem employee extracts a large psycho-

logical cost from the two front-line operating officials —the line foreman

and the shop steward. As long as the problem employee is around, the

supervisor and the steward feel compelled to direct their energies toward

handling the problem. This diverts their efforts from more productive use.

Thus, absorbing the employee and doing nothing about him may present

hidden costs which znay well outweigh the advantages.

Policy and Program Approach

To date, management's most feasible approach. to dealing with the new

economic responsibility for emotionally disturbed employees, has been one
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which emphasizes recognition of the problem, treatment, and rehabilitation.l

ThP nnr~gus of this approach is a policy hic is understood and accepted

both management and union officialc.~c~ Wh;rh learly defines coholism

armed/or emotional diet»rhanrP ac an illness and not a moral defect. Under

the program, the line manager and/or shop steward are motivated to identi-

fy deviants and refer them for treatment, and the deviant employee is

motivated to accept treatment. Facilities for treatment and rehabilitation are

• supported or established, and all cases are followed up to insure consistent

application.
ThP~Lthors' exn rie~nc , howPVPr has been that a dap often exists_he-

tween asou s11}r w,-;ttPn }2o11Cy and an effective and successful operating

program. There are specific reasons for this policy-practice gap. One is that,~ all employees in a company are not referred for treatment under the pro-
C. gram. Company-based programs are usually restricted to blue collar em-

ployees. Managerial, executive, and professional employees, probably be-

cause of the stigma associated, rarely are involved in any rehabilitation

under the program..

n In addition, union members are reluctant to participate in a company-

based program. Many union members have told us of their desire to keep any

mention of deviant behavior, such as a drinking problem, out of the com-

pany records. "Even a smell of it could ruin me," one union member told

us recently. So even some blue-collar members hesitate to utilize formal

company programs.

Also, a glowing body of research evidence indicates the reluctance on

the part of both the steward and the Foreman to confront a deviant em-

ployee and refer him for treatment. Rather, both front-line operating

of~'icia.ls feel that it is their responsibility, individually, to help the employee

overcome his difficulty. 'i' ~~ "do it mvsel~_feeling is reinforcec~hT ct,-on._gly

helsi~ecflrlc_groun norms protecting the deviant by lack of clear su~p~rt

.{rn~rinr~Tanrl }~~. tj~g a,]~pgX im a¢i le dia~unosticiari s role cvhirh

steward and supervisor must try to perform When the poor ~*Pat,,,Pnt

_results (usually less than 50__p_ercent successes) are added to these other

it ie not s~irnrisinff that }u~th the shoe steward and the

are reluctant to "turn anybody in."

Finally, the policy-practice gap is sustained by the absence of treatment

C~~ facilities. Unfortunately, many communiries still view the jail ar the locked

ward as the best treatment facility for a deviant. It has been our e:cperience,

however, that when both management and union become interested, the

1• The Christopher D: Smithers Foundation, A Company. Program on :~lcohodism:

Basic Outlines, and Alcoholism in Industry: Modern Procedures, ~e~r Iork, N. Y.

1962.
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Ild not a moral defect. Under There have been several efTorts to bridge the gap between a policy and
z~;aid are motivated to identi- its implementation and still remain within the general paxameters of the
and the deviant employee is

and rehabilitation are
mental health or alcoholism program. Training of supervisors and stewards

Raiment
up to insure consistent

is one such effort. Evidence indicates, however, that in the emotionally
,po~t~ed charged area of alcoholism and mental health where many front-line people

exists~e- have strong beliefs, training alone does little to modify these beliefs.
~~ tha~~ap often

~ The use of various staff personnel, such as the industrial nurse or the
.,•„a a„rl successful oneratin~

gap. One is that
' ,~n;on psychic ri social worker, has also been suggested. Such people are

~~~~y-practice
in an excellent position to observe many of the behavioral and medical

~ t'or treatment under the pro-

to blue-collar em-
a 

manifestations of developing deviants. Because they are neutral in the or-
restricted

ional employees, probably be-
ganization, possess medical expertise, and are usually female, they can often

imol~~ed in any rehabilitation
~ influence front-line officials. However, increased surveillance from the in-

'} dustrial nurse or the case worker may be greeted with resentment and sus-

to participate in a company- ~ picion by front-line people.

Another effort has been to improve the performance of both steward
;fd us of their desire to keep any
ling problem, out of the com-

~
a and foreman in handling all problems in general. The foreman or the

me, one union member told steward who is reluctant to face up squarely to a deviant employee is also

hers hesitate to utilize formal ~ apt to be reluctant to face up to other unpleasant aspects of his job. There-

fore, by improving these officials' ability to handle all the problems of their

:e indicates the reluctance on z position, it is expected that they will be more competent in handling the

pan to confront a deviant em- ~ deviant employee. It has also been suggested that the union steward or, in

1e~•, both front-line operating ~ some cases, the line foreman might continue a relationship with a referred

i~idually, to help the employee worker, acting as an informal lay consultant during treatment. While this

~eline~_ is reinfor P~ h~. ctron~gly seems worthwhile to explore it has not been empirically tested.

ion_ t, by lack of clear smart
~~-c~la~rios irian'c rnlP which

m• When the In sum, the policy and program approach has many handicaps. E~Tts
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~;ven with poor results from therapy, they make a ~a~nificant contribution

butj in our opinion, they do not go far enough.

Progress Toward Prevention

Ta come to grips with the basic problem of pre~-enao~ it is necessary to

alter dramatically our ways of thinking about jobs and the individuals who

fill them. Much of management's current thinking in this area focuses

on the responsibilities and authority of the job to be done and the apti-

tudes, experiences, and abilities of the person hired to fill ithhis job. These

considerations are primarily cognitive or intellectual in nature. ~s we have

discussed in Chapter IV, emphasis on the intellectual demands of jobs is a

unidimensional view. of a multidimensional picture. Jobs pope; not only

intellectual demands upon their incumbents, but emotional, temperamen-

tal, and interactional demands as well. Individuals bring more to a job

than merely abilities, aptitudes, and experiences; they- also seek

satisfaction of various social, egotistical, and emotional needs. Z1liile these

needs vary over time, certain personality configurations are relati~-el~• stable.

This broader view of both man and job analysis seems to be a necessary pre-

requisite for any significant progress in the area. of prevention of emotional

What is sorely needed is an approach to selection, placement, and man-

power utilization which is designed to analyze and match individuals and

jobs according to the total dimensions o£ the job —intellectual, emotional,

and interactional. While it cannot be predicted with certainty, in all prob-

ability, matching a vulnerable personality with a difficult job situation

might lead to a breakdown similar to that experienced by the employee in

the Carter-GM case. It appears from the meager facts presented in the

opinion, that the schizophrenic breakdown was the result of a poor match

between the employee's particular emotional fragility and a task which he

was not capable of performing. Yet on another job, which he could compe-

tently handle, it is just as likely that Garter would be a productive employee.

The night watchman provides another good example. In a recent study, it

appears that successful night watchmen have strong paranoidal tendencies.=

Placed on a job requiring extensive social contact, these successful night

watchmen might suffer an emotional breakdown. Yet given the right fit

between the watchman's personality and the temperamental demands of his

job the same potenEially maladjusted employees can be productively employed.

Viewed from another perspective, our suggestion for the broadening of

man and job analysis to include temperamental dimensions, closely paral-

lels the broadening' of job-man analysis which came about after the em-

2• H. M. Trice, "Night Watchmen: A Study of an Isolated Occupation," ILR

Research (vol. 10, no. 2, 1J64), pp. 3-8.
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ake a significant contribution ployer ,vas made financially responsible for back and lifting injuries. At

that time, job analysis was expanded to include lifting requirements, and

man analysis was expanded to include examinations of the applicant's lift-

prevention it is necessary to ~ ing potential. In essence, we are suggesting an extension of the current

jobs and the individuals who ! philosophy concerning the physical demands of jobs to include the emo-

~inlcing in this area focuses tional aspects of jobs as weIl.

job to be done and the apti- ~a~roach which views job and man analvsis in this hr[~arlPr nPrcnrC_

hired to fill this job. These r~°P ~~ers the mast frui ~1 altPrnati~~e for dealing ~ ~~+h +hP m°~+Pr ̂ fie_
~
ectual in nature. As we have .vPnt;~n Tf the terr~nPramental demands of lobs ran hP mat ~hr.a ...:+h +he

~~ellectual demands of jobs is a n~rsonalitiee_~f the in Lmhents one contributit~~' fartnr to em~t~~na~diRt>>rb-

picture. Jobs pose, not only gnC dill hav~._heen rPmAVP.f~, A.LIII~~ a~~ mm~ti~]T1~ (~t~_7_[`~t~tiPC_ t,+~i~I n(]t.--~
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dividuals bring more to a job ~ r~"~+'~"'~° +" "' '̂'~'~"dual's emotional healtl . In addition, our instruments

experiences; they also seek ~ for measuring both personality and the emotional demands of jobs are

emotional needs. While these quite crude. We suggest, however, that a job properly matched with its

gurations are relatively stable. incumbent's needs can contribute significantly to a person's emotional bal-

jsisseems to be a necessary pre= ante and stability.

area of prevention of emotional One word of caution. Ina "soft science," such as social pst•chology, on

which much of the previous discussion is based, prediction is as dangerous

selection, placement, and man- a game as Russian roulette. Although with current techniques it L

}ze and match individuals and possible to predict ~~•ith some accuracg the reactions of groups of people

e job — intellectual, ~ emofional, to various stimuli, any given individual is so complex that an effort to pin-

cted with certainty, in all prob- point prediction of his individual reaction to given stimuli is hazardous.

with a difficult job situation Stated simply, we must still talk in terms of probabilities (and probabilities

experienced by the employee in that are not overly impressive) rather than certainties. Additional research is

meager facts presented in the needed in order to refine our measuring instruments. We are encouraged,

vas the result of a poor match however, with some of the preliminary results of studies which indicate the

~~ fragility and a task which he fruitfulness of this general conceptual approach to prevention of emotional

:her job, which he could compe- disability.

would be a productive employee. The question of improving the results of therapy, the other major draw-

~d example. In a recent study, it back of the policy-program approach, we leave for our more treatment-
'~ strong paranoidal tendencies.2 t oriented colleagues. It seems to us, however, that concentration on a

contact these successful night i battery of treatment techniques rather than on one treatment technique

kaOWn• Yet given the right fit might be a worthwhile course of action. Considerably more research is

t~Aeramental demands of his necessary to understand those variables which influence treatment success
pan be p~ductively employed. or failure.

°~,4~stion for the broadening of
~~~ta1 dimensions,

In short, we suggest that the broadening of man and job analysis is a
closely paral-

hick 
game

viable alternative for preventing the precipitation of emotional disturbances.
about after the em- When integrated ti~ith the more traditional policy and program approach,

} °f ~ Isolated Occupation," ILR it should also provide a ~vay for organizations in the world of work to meet
their new economic responsibility for the emotional health of their employees.
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'
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causes and consequences. Mrs. Allen has, in short, done a first rate piece of
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